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Software Architecture (v1)

BioloidMaster
- keyboardCallback()
- getRobotPose()
- sendControlCommand()
- getFK()
- getIK()

BioloidInterface
- desiredCallback()

Walk
- walk()

Fight
- fight()

StairClimb
- stairClimb()
Software Architecture (v1)

- Bioloid Interface – communicate with hardware
- Bioloid Master – kinematics, keyboard callback
- Walk, Fight, StairClimb – implementation classes extend Bioloid Master
- Inverse Kinematics calculated at run time
Different actions run as different node
Software Architecture (v2)

**Animator**
- keyboardCallback()
- stepFrame()
- adjustSpeeds()

**BioloidMaster**
- getRobotPose()
- sendControlCommand()

**BioloidInterface**
- desiredCallback()

**FrameBuilder**
- getInitFrames()
- getLoopFrames()
- addFrame()
- getFK()
- getIK()

**Stairclimb FrameBuilder**

**DoubleStep FrameBuilder**

**StandingTurn FrameBuilder**

**FightMove FrameBuilder**

**GetUp FrameBuilder**

**SideStep FrameBuilder**
Bioloid Interface and Bioloid Master stayed the same

FrameBuilder – frame based movement

DoubleStepWalkFrameBuilder, StairClimbFrameBuilder implementations

Animator

'plays' frames

controls speeds

keyboard callbacks

All inverse kinematics are calculated before execution
Frame Builder

- A 'Frame' contains
  - Both feet poses (6D) in cartesian space
  - Entire robot state in joint space
- FrameBuilder calculates joint space of legs using inverse kinematics
- Arm joint space positions are derived from leg joint space (e.g. to balance)

Frames in joint space are passed to animator

- Justification
  - Debugging
  - Flexibility
Different actions run as different node
ROS node Architecture (v2)

- All actions run inside the same node
Preparation work

- Rework URDF (Robot description)
  - Update robot model and document it
- Bioloid interface
- Improve the existing architecture
- Obtain robot's limits → GUI
- Learn KDL package for Inverse Kinematics
- Combine robot model with KDL (kinematics) package
- Learn robot limitations → weak motors
Bioloid GUI

**Bioloid Controls**

- **Right Arm**
  - 0. R_SAA: -3.050000, Raw: 0, Min: -3.050000, Max: 1.110000, Torque ON/OFF: ✔
  - 2. R_SFE: 0.000000, Raw: 0, Min: -2.120000, Max: 0.000000, Torque ON/OFF: ✔
  - 4. R_EB: 1.240000, Raw: 0, Min: 0.000000, Max: 1.420000, Torque ON/OFF: ✔

- **Left Arm**
  - 1. L_SAA: -1.500000, Raw: 0, Min: -1.500000, Max: 0.000000, Torque ON/OFF: ✔
  - 3. L_SFE: 1.550000, Raw: 0, Min: 0.000000, Max: 1.550000, Torque ON/OFF: ✔
  - 5. L_EB: -1.590000, Raw: 0, Min: -1.590000, Max: 0.000000, Torque ON/OFF: ✔

- **Right Leg**
  - 6. R_HAA: 0.000000, Raw: 0, Min: 0.000000, Max: 0.000000, Torque ON/OFF: ✔
  - 8. R_HR: 1.460000, Raw: 0, Min: 0.000000, Max: 1.460000, Torque ON/OFF: ✔
  - 10. R_HFE: 0.000000, Raw: 0, Min: 0.000000, Max: 1.330000, Torque ON/OFF: ✔
  - 12. R_KFE: -1.370000, Raw: 0, Min: -2.080000, Max: 0.000000, Torque ON/OFF: ✔
  - 14. R_AFE: 2.340000, Raw: 0, Min: 0.000000, Max: 2.340000, Torque ON/OFF: ✔
  - 16. R_AR: 0.000000, Raw: 0, Min: 0.000000, Max: 0.000000, Torque ON/OFF: ✔

- **Left Leg**
  - 7. L_HAA: 0.000000, Raw: 0, Min: 0.000000, Max: 0.000000, Torque ON/OFF: ✔
  - 9. L_HR: -2.260000, Raw: 0, Min: -2.260000, Max: 0.000000, Torque ON/OFF: ✔
  - 11. L_HFE: 1.330000, Raw: 0, Min: 0.000000, Max: 1.330000, Torque ON/OFF: ✔
  - 13. L_KFE: 0.000000, Raw: 0, Min: -1.810000, Max: 1.680000, Torque ON/OFF: ✔
  - 15. L_AFE: 1.810000, Raw: 0, Min: 0.000000, Max: 1.810000, Torque ON/OFF: ✔
  - 17. L_AR: -1.370000, Raw: 0, Min: -2.340000, Max: 1.810000, Torque ON/OFF: ✔

**Settings**

- **Ros IP**: 192.168.1.3
- **Ros Hostname**: unused
- **Use environment variables**: ✔
- **Remember settings on startup**: ✔

**Buttons**

- Reset ALL
- Get MIN/MAX
- ALL
Self-configuration
Inverse Kinematics

- Essential for robotic control
- Joint space control very complex for leg movements
- Constant foot orientation desired e.g. Parallel to ground
- Parameterizable walk desired
  - Step size
  - Step length

→ Walk extendable for stair climbing
Walking

- Control feet poses in Cartesian space with Inverse Kinematics
- General Strategy
  - Move center of mass over one foot
  - Move other foot up, forward and down
  - Shift weight forward and across to other foot
  - Bring back foot forward
Walking – balance issues

- Angle foot pose and hip to keep robot balanced
- Add arm movements
  - Arm height proportional to opposite leg height
  - Arm swing proportional to step length
Other Movements

- Walking Extensions
  - Turning
  - Side step
- Getting up
  - Face down
  - Face up
KungFu

- First idea
  - Forward attacks
  - Low profile
- Better idea
  - Side profile
  - Side steps
  - Punching
  - Uppercuts
  - Kicking!
Stair Climbing

- Based on walk code
- Angles foot to achieve a longer step – puts weight on toe
- Arm movements now critical for balancing
General Difficulties

- Mechanical Design
  - Nuts and bolts fall out all the time
  - Not symmetrical
  - Different robots have different behaviour
- Limitations of motors
- Limitations of Inverse Kinematics
  - No null space mapping
- No feedback from the robot
Achievements

✔ Developed a framework for controlling the bioloid in cartesian space and generating complete movements – ready for release
✔ Stable and fast walking using Inverse Kinematics
✔ Turning, side stepping and getting up off the ground
✔ Punching, upper cuts, kicking
✔ Stable stair climbing
Thanks for listening

Questions??